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Kliment Std
The companion to our free «RomanCyrillic Std» font – 
especially for Slavic medievalists 
Download for font and documentation: 
http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/AKSL/Schrift/KlimentStd.htm
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Kliment Std
This presentation outlines the special features of the font, arranged by 
Unicode blocks. 
Many useful tips tell you how to do things with Unicode in the area of 
medieval Slavic philology.
Kliment Std: Cyrillic
Combining titlo, palatalization, spiritus, pokrytie etc. - above characters
Kliment Std: Cyrillic
combining titlo, palatalization, spiritus, pokrytie, hundred thousands, millions
samples
Kliment Std: Cyrillic Extended B
vzmet (abbr.)
kavyka payerokten, hundred, thousand millions
these jers are 
for Lithuanian 
dialectology 
(raised chars.)
samples
All superscripts have historical forms. All combining (above characters).
Kliment Std: Combining Diacritics for Symbols
circle is used for Slavic «ten thousand» sign when combined with letters
Kliment Std: Cyr. Ext. A (combining Superscripts)
Kliment Std: Cyrillic Extended
Kliment Std: Cyrillic Extended-C
Kliment Std: Glagolitic (Cyr. Transliteration)
Note different designs for A, M, and X in transliteration to 
retain 1:1 relationship with distinct Glagolitic letters
Kliment Std: Glagolitic  Supplement (Cyr. Translit.)
Note the older designs of several characters, corresponding 
their standard Cyrillic counterparts in this font.
Kliment Std: Latin
Select Latin characters hint at historical function 
of the Cyrillic part of the font
Kliment Std: Latin pt. II
German sharp s is made from its original parts: 
a long «s» and an older «z» shape.
Kliment Std: Latin Extended-A
Historical forms brought over to Latin East block
Kliment Std: Latin Extended Additional
Characters used for Sorbian, for transliteration of Old Russian and 
Macedonian, plus uppercase German sharp S.
Kliment Std: Greek & Coptic
Note the alternate form of capital Sigma
Kliment Std: Extd. Greek (accents can be used with 
Cyrillic characters, too)
combining chars. over characters
Kliment Std: Spacing Diacritical Marks
correct Unicode transliteration of soft sign & hard sign
spacing diacritics sit next to characters, not above / below
‘apostrophe’ = letter
Unicode names: "prime" & "double prime"
Kliment Std: Combining Diacritical Marks
comb. 
Greek 
spiritus 
asper & 
lenis
double macron - between charactersdouble tilde - between characters
single diacritics sit over / under characters
combining vertical tilde = yerik
Kliment Std: Combining Diacritical Marks
double macron - between two charactersdouble tilde - between two characters
combining vertical tilde = yerik
samples
Kliment Std: Comb. Diacritical Marks Suppl./Extd.
all combining chars.
all combining chars.
Kliment Std: Combining Half Marks
L L LR R R long
ligature dbl tilde macrons
L R
long middle 
part
titlo
Kliment Std: General Punctuation
First row: different space characters (large to zero)
200B = «zero space» = for invisible word separation and for line break 
control (long URLs!)
“swungdash”
punctuation marks
Kliment Std: Supplemental Punctuation
Vertical tilde = Cyrillic yerik (spacing)raised dot
word separator middle dot
3-5 dot punctuation
Kliment Std: Supplemental Symbols & Pictographs
Typikon symbols
Kliment Std: latest additions
Typikon symbols
Old Russian printing (lowercase variants of Cyrillic letters)
Ѿ Kliment Pro: the commercial companion, includes four fonts with hundreds of alternate character shapes
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License & Copyright Notice 
The font is free for Academic Use by individuals (students, staff, faculty etc.) in 
.ttf format. The font is not in the Public Domain.  
All rights are reserved by the author.  
No reverse engineering, no de-compiling, no modification, alteration etc. are 
allowed. Also, no redistribution or mirroring of the fonts on other sites are 
allowed. 
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See also the 2006 paper accompanying the original release of the font by the author: 
http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/slavling/downloads/SK_Kliment_Std_free_font.pdf

